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The New Lightweight Magnum 

Pillager, MN:  Magnum Research, the world-renowned manufacturer of high-performance 
firearms, is proud to introduce the new L6 Desert Eagle with integral Muzzle Brake in a durable 
all black finish. This new series of mighty Desert Eagle pistols incorporates the weight savings of 
the alloy L6 frame, with the integral muzzle brake upper that is very popular with shooters.  
Models will be available in all four magnum calibers, .50 AE, .44, .429DE, and .357.  The Desert 
Eagle features a 6" barrel and integral muzzle brake, which help to reduce recoil. It measures 
10.75" in overall length, and weighs approximately 10 oz. less than steel framed models. Each 
gun comes standard with combat sights, dust cover accessory rail, black wrap around finger 
groove rubber grips, a picatinny optics rail, and one magazine. The construction of the Mark XIX 
Desert Eagle utilizes the latest CNC machine technology, providing exacting specifications and 
tight tolerances. The result is a work of art in a precision firearm.  MSRP: $2,621 MODEL: 
DE50L6IMB, DE44L6IMB, DE429L6IMB, DE357L6IMB. 

The Magnum Story 

Magnum Research was founded in 1979, focused on bringing the world’s finest hunting 
handguns to market, beginning with the famous Desert Eagle pistol.  The Desert Eagle was the 
first commercially successful autoloader chambered in a magnum cartridge, and the only one to 
remain in continuous production.  Offered in .44 Magnum, .357 Magnum, .50 AE, and .429 DE, 
the Desert Eagle is a cultural icon appearing in countless movies, television shows, and video 
games.  Magnum Research followed it with the Biggest Finest Revolver (BFR), giving hunters a 
super accurate, reliable handgun, in a vast number of calibers.  Other popular Magnum 
Research products include the Baby Eagle, and MR1911 pistols; and the SwitchBolt, and 
Mountain Eagle rifles.  In 2010, Magnum Research was purchased by Kahr Firearms Group, 
becoming the third brand in the family, alongside Kahr and Auto-Ordnance. Kahr Firearms 
Group has a dedicated team of professionals making the best firearms available to the 
American Shooter! 
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Build the Gun of Your Dreams 
www.magnumresearchcustoms.com 
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